Infosys Unified Sales Experience
There has been a radical change in the way customers interact with a business. Easy access to social media sites, increased mobility options
and availability of multiple information sources has ensured that customers expect consistent experience from enterprises irrespective of the
transaction being conducted or channel used for the transaction.
On its part, an enterprise will need to rely on quick, consistent and accurate responses to its customers’ needs. Thus, a web commerce
solution needs to not only anticipate but enable all possible customer needs when in a purchase interaction.
Infosys has developed a solution for providing a seamless sales experience for customers during the product selection, research and
purchase processes.

Solution Offering
Unified Sales Experience is a comprehensive solution covering the spectrum of sales, marketing and service business processes. This solution
covers processes including campaign management, product navigation, knowledge management, order management and agent assisted
support during the buying process. The solution is designed to provide a seamless buying experience to customers across all stages of the
purchase process.
The solution is designed considering the customer expectations during a buying process, need for flexibility of use of multiple channels for
the interactions even for one purchase transaction.
Key areas that are covered by the
solution include:
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Illustrative use case
An illustrative use case is showcased below via an end to end process flow:
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